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Career Goal:
To work with your esteemed organization as a HL7 Programmer and contribute to organizational success utilizing my
knowledge in HL7 message structures, data definitions and usage.

Technical Skills:
Familiarity with healthcare systems:

Cloverleaf
Ensemble
Meditech
Cerner
EMR HL7

Skilled in database systems:

Oracle
SQL Server
Access

Proficient in writing:

Functional and technical specifications
Design documents
Use cases

Well-versed in programming languages:

.Net
XML
Java

Specialist in scripting tools:

Automate Pro
Script Mate/Script Link

Adept in version control tools:

MVS
CVS

Good knowledge of SDLC methodologies:

Agile
Waterfall

Amazing ability to oversee:

SQL queries
Stored procedures
Triggers
Indexes
Data types

Relevant Experience:
HL7 Programmer
Premier Staffing, Inc
January 2012 – Present
Coraopolis, PA

Created, coded, tested and implemented HL7 solutions.
Transformed and stored HL7 messages through integration engine.
Evaluated HL7 feeds of Meditech for downstream applications for their accuracy.
Helped clients in data mapping from one system to another.



Revised and documented all the updates and specifications related to HL7 feed for integration engine.
Developed and maintained HL7 and batch interfaces in real time environment.
Retrieved electronic messages and transformed to another format as required using Orion Rhapsody version 4.1.1.
Provided guidance and feedback to the sender about the document outlining the details of message sent to the
authorities.

HL7 Programmer
Pulse Inc 
November 2010 – January 2012
Wichita, KS

Collaborated with management and analysts to understand interface specifications and convert into customized
solutions.
Implemented and validated interfaces at various sites and achieved sign offs from the clients.
Provided technical support to maintain servers and related infrastructure.
Maintained documentation with detailed configurations and change requests at all the phases of implementation to
ensure interfaces meet user’s requirement.
Modified system packages to resolve issues as per computer limitations and results.
Initiated Quality assurance activities to ensure the accuracy and completeness of project.
Monitored integration engine server to check performance and stability.
Documented backup and recovery policy, maintenance and security policy for integration engine.

Educational Background:
Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science
Conception Seminary College
August 2006 – May 2010
Conception, MO
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